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FEBRUARY 2023 FREE CARD KIT TUTORIAL 

 

If you placed an order in my store during February, you will have received all of the layers, 
embellishments and pieces to create this pretty floral card! (excluding stamped images) 

 

 
 

 

All images copyright © 1990-2023 Stampin’ Up! ® 

 

I hope you enjoy putting your card kit together – I used a sentiment stamp from the set Ginkgo Branch but 
you can use any sentiment you would like – have fun & happy stamping! 

 



 
How to assemble your card: 
 

1. Take the Fresh Freesia layer and adhere to the card base 
2. Take the Basic White layer that has been embossed using the Timeworn Type 3D Embossing Folder and 

adhere to the Fresh Freesia layer 
3. Adhere the Scalloped Contours die cut scalloped mat to the center of the card 
4. Take the die cut flowers and use a Fine Tip Glue Pen to apply adhesive and adhere in place 
5. Stamp the sentiment of your choice, die cut or punch it out and adhere onto the flowers using 

Dimensionals 
6. Add three Flat Adhesive Backed Pearls where desired and your pretty card is ready for giving! 

 
 

Want to make more of this cute card?  You can find the supplies you need in my store by 

going to sarahsinkspot.stampinup.net and clicking on ‘Shop Now’ in the top left corner! 

 

Stampin’ Up! Supplies used: 
 

Die Cutting:  Ginkgo Branch Dies (160468) – the flowers;  Scalloped Contours Dies (155560) – the mat 

Cardstocks:  Basic White (159276),  Fresh Freesia (155613) 

Embossing:  Timeworn Type 3D Embossing Folder (156505) – the textured layer 

Embellishments:  Flat Adhesive Backed Pearls (160449) 

 

Extras I used not included in your Card Kit: 
 

Stamp:  Ginkgo Branch (160463) – also available as a BUNDLE with the Ginkgo Branch Dies – Ginkgo Branch 

Bundle (160469) – at 10% off! 

Ink:  Tuxedo Black Memento (132708) 

Adhesives:  Stampin' Seal (152813), Dimensionals (104430), Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309) 

 

Cutting Measurements: 
 

Basic White Cardstock: 4 1/4" x 11" scored at 5 1/2" 
Fresh Freesia Cardstock: 4” x 5 1/4" 
Basic White Embossed layer: 3 7/8” x 5 1/8”  


